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Tnc CH-46 Tic Bar is a multiple leaf, stainless steel sy5t~m that attaches the rotor blade to 
tht: rotating hub and carries roto r btade centrifugal force. The T it: Bar t\\-lsts as the rotor blade 
fealhers and bends slightly as the Pilch ! Iousmg bend~ . Originally deSigned to last 3,000 hours 
wi thout any compon.:nt breakages, the Tie Bar has expeneneoo field fai lures that have neceSSitated 
IIlspeclions ev.:ry 10 tl lght hours. Traditional fatigue quali fication and life methodology have not 
reconci led the llnusually larg.: number of CH-46 Tie Bar component failures_ One CH-46 
e.'pcriencoo 15, 10. and 6 component failures on the three aft rotor head Tie Bars after only 93 
flight hours , One complete Tic Bar (140 components) failed and caused an aircraft crash 
nlis research developed a probability modeling predict ive method that can aid th~ deSign 
of a Tie Bar that will meet desired life and reliability levels. Laboratory coupon tests were 
interpreted to provlde material propenics for several manufacturing processes Finite clement 
analysis of the current Tic Bar design as well as two modified designs was used to determine th.; 
rie Bar stress stale for many component failure combinations_ The reduced constraint design 
produced a dranlatic Slress conc~ntrallOn reduction and may provide large gains tn life over the 
current and elliptical slot designs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. CH-46 HELICOPTER 
nle CH-46 hehcopter, pLctured below In Figure I_t and Figure 1-1, IS operated by both 
the Us. Navy and the US Marine Corps_ Each rotary wing h<:ad on the CH-46 has three rotor 
blades A diagram of the rotary wmg head is ~hown In Figure 1-3 Ths investlgatLOIl addrcssc~ the 
analysis and prcdiC\1on of field failures of the Tie Bars and options for Tic Bar redeSIgn 
Figure 1-1 CH-46 Helicoptu, Side View 
, '~ 
Figure 1-2 CH-46 Helicopter, Top View 
Figure 1-3 CH_46 Rotary Wing Head 
B. PITCH ASSEMBLY 
The t:xplcxled view of the CH-46 Rotmy Wing Head pitch asscmbly, Figure 1-4, depicts 
the Tic Bar and the othcr rOlor blade pitch change components. Tht: cutaway view, Figure 1-5, 
lllustrates the Tie Har's localion inside the Pitch Housing and Pilch Shaft, 
The Tie Bar carries the rotor blade centrifugal force. One end of the Tie Bar is connected 
to the Pitch Housing; the other end is cormt:cted to the Pitch Shaft. Thert: are roller hearings 
bt:tw~n the pitch shaft and pitch housing that allow relative rotation and sliding bctween the two 
parts. Since the Tie Bar is connected to both the Pitch Housing and the Pitch Shaft it tv.'lsts as 
control force~ are applied to the Pitch Housing to feather the rotor blade. To reduce controlloarls, 
tht: Tie Bar is designed to be soft in torsion. A flatwise bending moment due to flapping applies a 
bt:nding moment to the pitch shaft and pitch housing which in tum bt:nds the Tie Bar 
"-igurel-4 CH-46 Rotary Wine HeRd Pilel\ Cb J Ilnee Assembly. EIploded View 
Figure 1-5 CH-46 Rot.ry Winl Hud Pitch Chanle Assembly, Cut-Aw.y View 
C. TIE tJAR 
The Tic Bar is constructed of301 Stainless Steel. It conslsts oD5 slotted straps that are 
stacked wIth 30 I Stainless Steel spacers in between. The SIOIS, in esso:nce, make each inJlvidual 
Tie Bar slrap a redundant four component assembly. The "components" are lettered A through 0 
LIl Figure 1-6 The Tie Bar stack IS held together by SIX hollow pms that are eil:panded by drivmg a 
metal ball through them dunng assembly 
3 = ~Jo 
Fi\:ure [-6 Tie Bar Strap Geometry 
Dcsign(;d to last 3,000 hours w,thoul any compom:nt breakag.:s. the Tic Bar is now 
inspected every 10 flight hours_ Normal fatigue qualification and life methodology have been 
unsuccessfUl in predicting an unusually large number ofCH46 Tie Bar component failuro;:~ , One 
CH-46 experienced 15, 10, and 6 component failures on the three aft rotor head Tie Bars after only 
93 flight hours . A complete Tie Bar failure has caused one aircraft crash. The cause tor ~ar l y in-
service failure ofTi~ Bar elements has not been determined. Jmpro~ed manufacturing methods and 
quality control have not eliminated the problem 
n. PROBABll...ITY MODELIJ.'IG 
To predict the life of a part by statistics with a high confidence level for safety re lated 
components, the number of test specimens must be at least an ord~r of magnitude higher than the 
de~ired reliability. For exampl~, to obum a reliabi lity level ofO!l~ failed part in l00,DOO (10'). at 
Ica~t I mi JJ ion (10"') parts nl;()(i to b<:: tested. Clearly. this is impractical. In addition. the statistical 
approach requires building the actual part before the reiiabilil}' level can be dek:rmmed. To solve 
lh~ Tie Bar failure problem, a modeling method n~t:d5 to be developed that can aid the design of a 
T ie Bar that will meet des ired life and rdiab llity levels 
Smce a stati,tical approach is unrealistic. a probability approach has be~n chosen 
1l1roUgh a combination of finite element modding. coupon test analysis, fatigllt: model ing. and 
probability modding. this in \'est igatHJn attempts to develop a madelto predict Tie Bar life 
n. COMBINATORIAL FAILURE SEQUE:-iCES 
O'Connor [Ref I] studlcd the Tie Bar probit:m In a previous Investigation. He idenuficd 
that the probability offailun: ofa system wnh multiple components could be detcnnined mtenns 
of the probab ility offal lure of the components. That IS . the prohabllity of failure of the Tie Bar can 
he determined in terms of the probability of failure of the straps which can in tum be determined In 
terms of the probability of failure sequences of the componcnts "'ithin the straps. He also identified 
that each component of a Tie Bar strap can be thought of as a cham in which failure of the weakest 
link results in failore of that enti n: component. "This lead to adoption ofa Weibull distnbution for 
lhewdividoal strapcomponcnts 
Equation II-I 
Applied to the Tie Bar, 
Equation 11-2 
where F.1, [x, (L)j is the probability offailun: of component A within a strap undcr stress x" in 
the i'" configuration (one, two, three. or four component fai lurcs). ;.;,,(L) is the applied stress on 
component A caused by the global load L, P is a scale paramtttr of the materia! strength. and ct is 
a shape parameter of the material variability. [t is important to note that the components have 
Identical failure probability parameters (u. ll) becallst the material is identical. bllt because the 
stress states are not the same. each component within a strap has a diffirem probability of failure 
Finite element analysis is used here to calculate the stress states for mput mto the probability of 
failure. Equation ((-2. Because of the local stress dependence on the combinatorial failure 
sequences, the probability of failure of the Tic Bar is no longcrWcibulJ 
A total of 16 failure states e.~i st for a four component Ti~ Bar strap, Failure states are 
numbert:d usmg a bina ry code. A I represents <UI unbroken T ie Bar strap component and 11 0 
represents a broken component. Table 1I_1 shows the possible failure states and a decimal 
equivaJcnt name for each faill.lrestate 
I Camponellt Stale Decimal 

















I I I 
I I 0 
I 0 I 
I 0 0 
0 I I 
0 I II 
0 0 I 
0 0 0 
I I I 
I I 0 
I I 0 I 
I 0 II 
0 I I 
0 I 0 
0 0 I 
0 0 0 
I represents an unbroken TIe Bar strap component 
o represents a broken component 

















O'Connor IRef. I J deve loped an algorithm to calculate the probability of failure of a Tie 
Bar leaf given the initial configuration; zero, one, two, three, or four components failt:d and the 
final configuration one, two, three, four, or all fai led. He first developed an algonthm to calculate a 
three component system and found that the local stress can be calculated for each break 
configuration, but the relative strengths cannot be determined unless the failure path which lead to 
that configuration is kno""n. His three component "failure tree~ is shown in Filture 11·1 
Fi~ure 11-1 Three Componenl Failure Tree 
The algorithm to generate the probab, lity of system failure given th~ component fai lure 
first requires calculating the probability of failure of a sequence of consecutiv~ states. (one branch 
or path of the fallllr~ tree). Th~ probability of failur~ of one sequence is the int~ rsl:ction or product 
of me transitional probabilities_ The probability offailure of the system is the union or sum of the 
probabIlity of fai lure ofeaeh of the sequences. The appemli'l of O'Connor's work [Ref l Jlists all 
the possible failure permutations for a four component system given that none or anyone, two, or 
three of me fnur components has already failed 
m. FINITE ELEMENT MODEl.S 
In order 10 calculate Ihcprobabili ly offailurc ofcomponcnlS of the St rap. the stress state at 
the prospectIve failure locat ion must be knoy,n for each of the physical states, (non~ fatled and 
~a rlial fatlures In Figure 11- [) Finit~ element analysis is used 10 calculale such ,tatcs for three 
differcnt des igns n lcse designs Include: 
A The current design 
B An elliptical slot design proposed by Bocing Verlol 
C A reduced constraint design proposed in this Investigation 
A. CURRENT DESIG:'<I 
i\ f inite Element model of the CH46 Tie Bar. Fieure III-I. was created usmg 
MSCINASTRM' for Windows. The model consists of the top and bonom straps of the Tie Bar, 
the three expanded pms at each end of the Tie Bar that hold the assembly together. and thc two 
large pitch nOllsingipitch shaft pms (parts 162 and 167 of Figure 1-4) that connect the Tie Bar to 
the pitch shaft and pitch housing. 'nle straps are modeled using quad PLATE clements. The top 
and bonom straps arc meshed identically 
Fi'jl:ure III-I Current Tie Bar Finite Element Model 
The expanded assembly pins and pitch housing/pitch ~haft pins arc modeled uSing RIGID 
elements. The assembly pin RIGID elements tic all degrees offrccdom ofa bottom strap node to a 
corresponding top strap node. The pitch housingfpitch shaft pins (Fi'jl:ure 111-2) are modeled by 
t\'.'o venical RIGID elements to which "bicycle spoke" RIGID elements are radially attached 
Boundary conditions are applied to the center node of tht: pitch housing/pitch shaft pins to model 
the displacements of the Tie Bar in flight 
Fi'jl:UR III-I Pitch housin2ipitch shaft Pin Detail 
Thc pitch housing/pitch shall pins in this finite element model arc attached to the tie bar 
straps. These pins in tilt: actual Tie Bar are not attached. Attaching the pins to the Tic Bar straps 
provides e.xpedicnt modeling of the equl~alem boundary condition;;. The !ocal stres, ,HOWld the pin 
holes is affected by this expediency, however, service history ha~ shown that failures occur in the 4 
components cfeach Tie Bar strap, nO! the areas around the tmies. Saint-Venant'~ pnnclpk assllrcs 
lhat the stresses at actual failure loca tions, which arc far away from the pin holes, are accufately 
modeled By applyulg the boundary conditions to the attached model pins, all the dispJacemem is 
applied directly to the.) strap components. The pilCh houslnglpitch shaft pm holes remain clfcular; 
they do not elongate Therefore, the four strap components experience slightly more strain than the 
real Tie Bar, and the model is conscroative 
The Tic Bar straps arc positionoo to sunu[a1.t: the maximmll aHowablc Tic Bar stack 
tbickness The PLATE clements around th~ pitch housmg/pitch shaft pins arc thicker than the rcst 
of the Tic Bar It is assumed that the spacers 011 both sides of the outermost Tic Bar straps 
contribute to the strength and stiffrlt:ss of that region _ Figure 111-3 illustrates the thickened region 
IT I II  III I III 
Fil:ure 111-3 Side View of Tie llar Model Showing Thickened Regions 
B. ELUPTICAL SLOT DESlGN 
The T ic Bar manufacturer. Boeing Vertol, has suggestcd modifying the geomctry of the 
Tic Bar strap slots to reduce strcss concentration and increasc Tie Bar lifc , Tnc focus ofthc 
modification i~ to change the previously seml-circular s lot end to a semi-eliipt ical slot end as shown 
in Figure 111· 4 'ihis geometric modification was made to the finite element model to rep licate the 
newgcometry 
Current and Reduced Const.raint Ell iptical Slot Gcometl)' 
Slot Gcomctry 
Fil!ure 111·4 Tie Bar Slot Geometry Modification 
C. REDUCED CONSTRAINT DESIGN 
In studying the kinematics of the T ie Bar, it was observed that rotor blade feathering 
causes straps away from the Tie Bar neutral axis to experience not only a tv.'isting defonnation but 
al so a parallel shear. If the three swedged assembly pins around the pitcb shaft/pitch housing pins 
are removed, the reduced constraint significantly minimizes the shear deformation Without 
changmg the geometry from the current Tie Bar design, another set of models was generated by 




j Removed I ~ I SmaUAsscmblyPms ,,:" '---------'~~ ~ _ _ _ I 
Figure 111-5 Reduced Constraint Tie Bar Finite Element Model 
The straps for the reduced constrainl models are only held together by the pitch 
housmg/pltch shaft pin all either end. In a real Tie Bar of this design, the straps could be held 
together by a si<;:evc with rollcd-over ends, Figure 111-6. The assembly pin holes would not be 
required. and the Tie BaT strap ends would be rounded offlo maimain clearance inside the pitch 
Side.';ew Topvicw 
Figure 111-6 SIC'Cve to Assemble Stack of Reduced Constraint Tie Bar 
shaft when the straps rotate _ Also, a low friction material such as Teflon could be used for the 
spac.:fs betweeu straps to reduce friction. These models were easy to create from the current T ic 
!3ar models and permitted dirtx:t comparison 
Whereas the current and elliptical slot design models have aU degrees of freedom (DOF) of 
the pItch hou~ing/pitch shaft pin end nodes lied to the pitch housing/pitch shaft pin ma!fler node, 
the reduced constraint model allows the pitch housing/pitch shaft pin end nodes to rotate about the 
pin z-axis relati~c to the pilch housing/pitch shaft pin mas/er node TIllS deSign, Figure 111-7 
alleviates in-p lane shear and bending oflhe Tie Dar straps 
Figure I1I-7 Pitch housin&/pitch shaft Pin with Rotating Ends 
D, FAILURE STATES 
Models with break sit.:s were created from the unbroken, 'parent" models. Individual top 
strap components were "broken" to simulate breakage in ser.'ice, lllis was accomplished by 
disconnecting the nodes at the prospective failure sitt:s to model the crack traJectory. With the 
nodes disconnected, the affected PLATE elements in the model were shrunk to show the "break" in 
the Tie Bar strap 
As stated previously, a total of 16 failure states exists for a four component Tie Bar strap 
The possible failure states are sho"u in Table 11-1. Six of these states are eliminated using 
symmetry, and the aU-broken statt: does not require analysis. So, eight models were "grOMl" from 
the original model to recreate the possible failure ,talel, Figure III-S illustrates a brokC1\ Tie Bar 
modeL 
Figur~ Ill-S Broken Ti~ Bar Strap 
E. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The boundary conditions for (he T ie Bar were supplied by thc Tie B.'lf manufacturer as a 
flight spectrum. For each flight condition. values of centrifugal force, tv.;st, and bending were 
pro~idcd . The flight conditions consist of G-A-G. Pn::-Flight, HSLF, Maneuver, and AUiorotation, 
and they are listt:d with their corresponding Tie Bar displacem~nts in Table 111- t 
Condition CF Tie Bar Twist ... Bend,n • Cycles 
Y..:...:l.:..Q 0 ...... 113·/0-+0 0 ...... 76HOlb-+O ·H" ...... ·16" ...... ~22" 0 ...... ±036S"_0 
'''JO 
0 ..... 298RPM-+O 
~ 0 ...... 118·%_0 0 ..... 831S0 1b-+O 0 ... ±Q365" ...... 0 '500 
0 ...... 3 12RPM-+O 
Pre·Flight -2S" ...... +22· Negligible 
Mamtenance :I:~O" 0 
HSLF 1()(W. Nr 5971SIb 0,.. ±OH" 33hl0 
264 RPM 
Maneuver , 105~.Nr 6S83Slb 5":17" ±O.27S" 9.93~ 10' 
277 RPM 
105% Nr 658351b ±027S" 36000 
277 RPM 
10S%Nr 5":19· ±O275" 
177 RPM 
1OS%Nr 6583SIb 5":1:10" to .27S" 
277 RPM 
AutorOlalion I I 13% Nr 7625010 ·11.6":14 .S" 5)4~ 10' 
298 RPM 
113% Nr ·1 0"±6" iQ.365" 0.5hI0· 
29RRPM 
113~. Nr ~·±8 ° to.365° 6000 
113% Nr 76250Ib ~"±9. 4° to.365° 3000 
298 RPM 
118%Nr 83150lb ±Q.)65" 16700 
312 RPM 
!..i..!!!.i! IBo/. Nr 10563010 Once per 
35 1 RPM Lifetime 
J.l..!!.iJ:!!!! 139960lb 1.434° NIA 
... TW'Sl cycle ,s once per rolor revolution for HSLF. Maneuvers. and Aulorotauon conditions 
• Relative angJe ofallachmenl pins refereoccd. lO the vertical pin. Scndingcycle is two times per rotor 
revolution. 
Table 111·1 Tie Bar Loadini Condit ion, 
I. Flighl Condilion Dcstriplion 
The G-A-G condition is a ground-air-ground condition. The firSI half of the G-A-G cycle 
includes engaging the ai rcraft rOlors, checking the rotor RPM at maximum thrott le with the 
collective bottomed. and lifting the aircraft off the ground. The second halfofthe G·A-G cycle 
Includes the aircraft landing and rotor shutdown 
'" 
rreflight checks occur on thc ground With the rotors disengaged. l1le collec tive IS movcd 
from full dO\'l1 to full up , The cyclic is moved fulHoJ'\\lard, full aft, full l~ft , and full right dunng 
thesc ch~cks _ Thes~ control movem~IllS twist th~ Tie Har 
HSLF is honzontal steady level flight. It is a cruise condition without climbs, descents , or 
Au torotation is a power off maneuver in wluch th~ colkctive is 10v.'C red and the aircraft' s 
descent is slowed hy the windmilling of the rotor blad~s _ As shown in Table IIJ-2, autorotmion IS 
generally flown at a lugller rotor RPM than the other flight conditions 
2, Rotor System Behavior 
O'Connor [Ref. I] conducted a kinematic analysis of a single rotor ,ystem In previous Tic 
Bar research to establish the phasing of the loads 3IId the kinematics of the T ie Bar. A fully 
articulated system, the CH--46 r%r system hm; both lead-lag and iJapping hinges to provide 
independent in-plane and out of plane motion of each rotor blade, The rotor blade flapp ing hinge is 
des igned mto th~ rotor system to prevent development of an undesired rolling tn()ment on the 
helicopter. Flapping occurs because the advancing rotor blade sees a lugher relati ve velocity and 
h~nce higher 11 ft than the retreating bl;uk Maximum upward flapping occurs at II' = 180°, and 
muUmum flapping occur.; at II' = 0", Through his research, Q'ColU1or also discovered that the 
maximum flatwise bending moment occurs at It' = 90"---+ 120° (upwa,nj) and It' 2700 (downward) 
The rotor augle convention is 5ho"11 In Figure 111·9 
'V ~ 180' 
- Flight DirCCtion 
Fi&ure 111-9 Rotor ADele Convention 
Lead-lag is caused by cycl ically varying drag and inertia loads. As a blade flaps uP. its 
center of gravity moves inward. Since angular momentum must bt: conserved, the blade accelerates 
in planc to comp!!nsatc for the decrease in momcnt of inertia. The change in inertia of this upward 
flapping blade is resisted. by the other blades and an in-plane moment is produced. The lead-lag 
hinge allows the blade to accelerate forward . A~ the blade flaps down, the center of gravity moves 
out , and thc blade dece lerates 
Maximwn twist or feathering of the rotor blade occurs at \jI "" 270° where the rotor blade 
increases pitch to compensate for the lov.-'er relative velocity. Minimum feathering occurs at '¥ = 
90" wheTe n:\ative velocity is highest 
O'Connor [Ret" 11 also res~archcd tho;: phasing of the Tic Bar bending alld 'wist. He noted 
that [he I",ad-Iag produced n"'ghg:bk bending of the Tie Bar. His study of the rotor blade d}11amiCS 
produced the results in Table 111-2 
I 
Rotor POSItion - \II 
(degrees) 
I Centnfugal Force Feathenng 
Table 111-2 RolorPbasing 
Bending 
3. Conversion of Flight Conditions to Model Boundary Conditions 
Three primary load cases wer.: run for each Tie Bar design and break state. The tilr(;C load 
1 0.2 inch extension at each pitch housing/pitch shaft pin. (X-translation); Figure 111-10 
2 0.2 radian twist at each pitch housing/pitch shaft pin. (X-rotation): Figure 111· 11 







Fiaure 111· 10 Primary Eltension Load Case (Side View) 
Figure 1II·1t Primary Twist Load Case 
I 
l ~· 
",._",' -1<- ~ •. ,~. " -
Fi&:ure III-12 Primary Bending Load Case 
Th~st: three basic load cases were scaled and linearly combined to recreate each flight 
condition at '¥ = 0·, 90°, 180·, ami 270° , TIlt: twist and bending boundary conditions were scaled 
dir~Clly. The eXlclIs ion bowuiary conditions were gi\'en as centrifugal forces instead of 
displacements_ To scale thest: boundary conditions. tilt: force to extend each unbroken model 0 .2 
inches was read from the NASTRAN output. This value was divided by 2 to find the forc e 
required to deform I unbroken strap 0,2 inches. This result was mUltiplied by 35 to ddermme the 
force reqll ired to deform a whole 35-slrap. unbroken Tic Bar 0 ,2 inches 
(r; .)~ o (F,, ) •. +2<3', 
Equation 111-\ 
wht:re (Fo, )"", is the force required to deform a whole Tie Bar 0 .2 inches, and (Fo:),. is the force 
required to detorm a two-strap NASTRAN model. 
To calculate the cxt~nsion boundary condition scali.ng factor th~ follov.ing equation was 
us~d 
CF 
ExwnslO/I_scale _ factor .- ((Fo : )" - (FQl )~, ) ~ 34 *(Fo, );, . 
Equation 111 _2 
where C F is th~ centrlfugal force for the given flight condition. and (Fu r, is the force required [0 
dcfonn onc unbroken strap 0.2 inches 
IV. FINITE ELEME"T MODEL RESULrS 
Service failures ofth~ ~urrcnt Tic-Bar and finit e clement model st ress contour plots 
indicate that the areas around Inc Tic-Bar slot ends a rc most critical. AI every spallal location. the 
3 scalar components of the s t r~ss tensor can be combined to fonn a scalar value based on [he 
failure process. Since stainless steel is a ducti le material, the von Mises failure strt:Ss IS used. 'O,e 
N-ASTRAN contour p lots that fo llow, Figure IV-I, Figure (V-2, and Figure IV-J show the 
dcfonnation and von Mise> str~ss contour of the top strap of lhe three Tie-Bar designs when thc 
M~ !light condition is applied at '¥ = 270. While the Maneuver 4 fligh t condition at \jI = 
270 loads the top Tie Bar ,trap morc heavily than the bottom one, it qualitatively represent;; typical 
b cha ~ i or for th", models . The Current Tie Bar ami th~ Elliptical Slot Tic Bar models cxhibi t in-
plane bending caused by th~ asst:mbly pms. The assembly pins constrain th.: rotation of me Tie Bar 
straps about the pitch shaft/pitch housing pins. The Reduced Constraint Tic Bar model exhibits no 
in-plane bcnding since the assembly pins have been removed 
["he current Tic-Bar model shows areas oflugh stress wh~re the slots transition from a 
straight to a radius. The Elliptical Slot T ie-Bar model shows stress concentration in the same 
areas. hut at a slightly lower value. lbc Reduced Constraint Tie-Bar Model does not show any of 
the stress concentration of the first two models around the slot ends 
To begin understanding the effect of the new des igns on the stress in the Tic-Bar 
quan titatively, ,I.C vcra l elements o finteresl were chosen. Thcse elements are located at the transi tion 
betwccn the straight part ofche slots and the radiused ends. The element numbers arc shown In the 
"element map". Fi\:ure IV-4 
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Focusing on these "critlcal elements", the effect of the design chang~s was first evaluated 
by lookmg at the " critical clements" wllh the primary load cases applied individually . This allowod 
study of individual dti;:cts on the Tie Bar b.:havior 
For th~ ext~nsion only load case, the Tie-Bar was elongated 0 02 inches, a typical flight 
value. When loaded in e"tcnsion only, thl: stn:sses for the Current Tie·Bar and th~ Reduc~d 
Constraint Tic Bar are identical as e"pectcd. with the high.:s t valu~s occu!TlIlg at the inn.:r edges of 
th.: outer slots. The maximum stresses for the Elliptical Slot model srem to shlfr away from the slot 
end slightly. Th~ magrutude is nor always lower. This suggests that the elliptical slot design may be 
a benefit to s{)me locations and a detriment to others. Figure IV.S summanzes these results . 
Extension Only (0.02 inches) I" :!:,::,,:~::~~,:,,_,l 
, .~~------------~~----~~~-------­! "~~~~ .. o1~~"~~~rlI~~~~~~ 
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Fi&ure IV-5 Comparison of Critical Element Stresses for Three Desi&'ls, Extension 
In the t",iS! only load case, more dramatic results ar.: evident. Again, the Elliptical Slot 
model shifts the stress slightly away from the slot end. It alsodecrcases the maxjmum "on Mises 
stress by nearly 10,000 psi or 17 percent. The Reduced Constraint model shows even ITJ() re 
spectacular results. This model reduces the maximwn von !\fises stress by 31,000 psi or 53 
percent. Not only does thc Rtduccd Constramt model drastically reduce the maximum von Mises 
stress, but it also evcns out the stress between the elements. figure IV-6 SUmmarileS these results 
Twist Only (0.4 radians) 
::c 
Figure I V-6 Comparison of Critical Element Stresses for Tllree Iksigns, Twist 
The bending only load case causes the models to exhibit behavior similar to that produced 
by the extension load case. Again. the SlreliS for the Elliptical Slot model moves slightly av.<ly from 
the slot ends. The stresses produced by the bending load case arc only about one-fifth those 
produced by extension and [Mst Figure lV-7 swnmarizes these results 





Fiiure IV-7 Comparison of Critical Element Stres~s for Three Designs, Bending 
To summari:z:e. the stresses due to bending arc only one-fifth of those due to extension and 
twisting. The bending mode is judged to be not critical. Extension induced stresses at all critical 
locations arc within a narrow range. The elliptical slot mainly shifts the maximum stress locations; 
its benefit is not definitt:ly obvious. The twisting induced stresses are dramatically lowered by 50 
percent by the reduced constraint configuration. Serious consideration oftbis modification is 
warranted 
Results of the \1aneuver 4 flight load case at '-II = 270 are shown in Fiiure IV-S. These 
results are formed from a scaled linear combination of the above uncoupled load cases. "This 
combined load case indicates that tbe ElliptIcal Slot design reduces the maximum stress by about 
5.000 psi or 5 percent. The Reduced Constraint design reduces maximum stress by about 25,000 
psi or 26 percent. Again it is apparent that the Reduced Constraint design evens out the stresses 
among the elements. In fact, the Reduced Constraint deSIgn shows an increau in ~{rc~~ for some 
dements, but the maximum stress de<:reases. [t is important to remember that these results are for 
only one flight condition at one rotor position. lbe trend, however, is significant 
Maneuver 4, If' = 2700 
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Figure IV-S Comparison of Critical Element Stresses for Three Designs. 1\lanellver" 
In order 10 evaluate the cumulative effect of the three des igns at the diiferc[lt rotor 
orientations, results were extracted from the fin ite e lement analys is . Figure IV-9 and Fill:ure IV· lO 
show how the von Miscs stress \'aries for one: chosen de:ment as the: rotor moves through one 
revolution. The element chosen was the maximum stress clement for the fl ight condition. The solid 
lines are the CllITenl design stresses, the dotted lines are the elliptical slot design stresses, and the 
dasht:d lines are the reduced constraint design stresscs_ The elliptical slot design lowers both the 
mean stress and stress amplitude slightly_ The reduced constraint design lowers both the mean 
stress and stre .. amplitude ., igIllficantly for me M~ condition and lowers the mean stress 
for the: Autorotation 5 condition 
Maneuver 4 
Figure I V_II Slot End Individual Element von Mises Stresses, Maneuver 4 
Autorotation 5 
Figure IV-tO Slot End Individual Element von Mises Stresses, Autorotation 5 
It is also mtaesting to note that the moment required to twist the reduced constraint design 
" signiiicantly lown than that required for both the current and elliptical slot designs The momelll 
required to twi,t the modified slot de';lgn is greatest The NASTRAN RI Constratnt Moments for 
the three deSigns wllh a 0.4 radian [WIst applied are tabulated in "hble IV_I 
fie Rar Design Rl (Twist) Constramt Mornellt" 
m- lb) 
Current 43.3 
Elliptical Slot 440 
ReducedConstramt 130 
'OA radian tWist onhe two-strap NASTRAN model 
Table IV-I Tie Bar Constraint Moments 

v. LIFE PREDICTION 
To etTectivcly predict Tic Bar ltfe and eva luate design changes, the probabihl) density 
nmctioll, PDF, and the cumula\lvc distri bu tion function, (OF, for the he bar system are needed 
Determination of the forms of these distributions requires partltiomng the Tie Bar system Ulta its 
components whose distnbutlon functions aro knOV>1l. ConccptllaUy, each T ie Bar strap IS first 
panilloned into 4 components, Figure 1_6. Each ofthes!: compom:nts is in tum partit ioned Inlo 
smaller volumes or finite dements . In a finitC-(1iemcn[ model wilh al l dements ofcomparablc si;:c, 
any element cOl.lld descnbe a melne volwne. The size of this metric is arbitrary: a larger mdric can 
be thought of as a combination of smalkr metric volumes. A larger metric, however, has a higher 
probability offailure and a lower strength. lbe se le~lion ofthc met ric voIl.lme is sueh that the 
random variable is spatially homogeneous: thai is, the stresses are lulifomtly di stributed. The 
uniform stress critenon is the same as selcction for clement ~ile In fmite clement analysis : as a 
re~u lt, the el~ment can be usoo directl y ~ a metric 
A. FLAW DISTRIBUTION 
The me~hanistie bases for failure kn metals are by flaw growth and by dislocations . For 
brinle fai lure modes. a given element contains flaw~ that are either smaller th.uJ some crili~a! tlaw 
siu, a < a.;, or larger, a ~ a... Ea~h element can be considered flawed o r not flawed based on this 
~nterion . w other words, scanning ca~h element for flaw size would ~reatc two categories uf 
elements, those IVlth flaw sizes greater th.uJ or equal to critical. and those with flaw sizes less than 
~TlticaJ. There arc only two possibilit ies for each clement, pass or fai l. Respective to the critical 
flaw size, the exceedenccs arc binomiaJly distribu ted . The binomial distribution has the torm' 
fen) '" c~~ p"(I - p)'~ - " , 
Equation V-I 
where f(n) is the probability density function, pdf, 
C,, =_N~'~ 
' . (N -n)l n l ' 
Equation V-2 
P is the probability that thc e lement has a<:~, n is the number of elements that have a 2: ~, and 
N is the total number of metric elements bemg considered. In the current investigation, it is tbe total 
number of elements in each strap 
\Vhen the number of elements is large, and the flaw denSi ty is low, then the probabi li ty 
density function, pdf, takes on the POisson distribution fonn 
f(n)=~e-~ , 
Equation V_l 
wbere f[.;iiNp and is assumed to remain constant. 
For fatigue, the location parameter ofthc distribution of flaws is time dependent. As time 
inc reases, flaws grow and the: probability that flaWS exceed the critical size increases. The binomial 
distribution then, is a snapshot in time 
B, COMPONENT LIFE DISTRIBUTION 
For any given instant in time, in order for a given component to have life t, each of its 
clements must bave life t . In other words, clement 1 and element 2 and element 3 and .. element n 
must have life t in order that the entire system has life t. Conversely, if any one element does not 
bave li fe t, the whole component fails. In other words, when the weakest-link fails. the system fails 
Ln terms of the previous discussion, when any element experiences crack groY<th to a size greater 
than the critical dimension. the whole Tie Bar component fails 
In Boolean algebra, the weakest link system rel iability is the intersection V"). The 
rel iability of the components is conceprually a chain, or series, of links with no purullel or 
redundant linb. For a three component system where R denotes reliab ility or probability of 11 0n-
fai lu re, 
R,{X, nx,nx,) " R{x,lx,n X,}R{X,lx,}p{x,) 
Equation V· " 
AssumIng now that the compontnt is madt up of many demertts aud the reliab ili ty of~ach is 
Illdepcndent, 
R. " R{X,nX,nx,n nx,)" R{X,)R{X,)R{X,)R{X,) 
~:q1l3Iioll V·S 
wher~ R" denotes the Tic Bar compo!l~nt reliab ility In thIS case, the cornponent b~i llg discussed is 
itself3 system of clements or lillks in the cham. Failun: is assumed homogeneous to mechanism . In 
other words, failure is not related to the sIze ofa component. A larger compon~nt wIll have more 
clements, but the flaw dl5lribufwlI dot:s not change, Wben this is true, a hazard function :=:(t) is 
defined which takes on the W~ibull torm, 
~(r) .. r>, 
Equation V-6 
where::::( r) is the sys tem reliability or hazard function. t is the life of a singl~ d~menl, and a is the 
number of elements in the component. The cumulative distribution function, CDF. can then be 
F(I) '" I ~ expl ~ :S(,-)l 
Equation Y.7 
II IS important to r~cognj~e that the WeibulJ life dbtnbutlon contains an underlying P()isson tlaw 
distribution, which was described in the previous sub·section. 
C, LIFE: CONVOLUTION 
The l11trinsic normalized life, t , for a gi,'cn stress rustory. S(t), is oblained by convoluting the effect 
of stress via the breakdown rule" 
Equation V-S 
where S(t) is a str~ss IlOnn that is p i~ccwis~ contmuous 10 time t , i is a non-dimcos ionalizing and 
nonnalizlOg param~ter for lime, t; is the initial time, y- is the final t ime, and IC is a damag~ function 
In th~ simplest case, this process reduc~s to the fanliliar Miner ' s Rul~, \\hich is a linear 
superposition of damage 
Different physical processes give ris~ to different fonns of the damage funcllon K(S(t)) 
The power fonn a.nd exponential fonn are explored. Combinations of the ffi.o fomlS are also 
possible 
I. Power Law Damage Function 
The first proposed damage function is defined using a power relation. This tbnn has been 
observed to fit high cycle fatigue data in metals and is associated with flaw gJ"O\,th. 
Equation V.9 
where b is a constant exponent, and Cl is a constant non-dimensiooalizing parameter for stress 
Both b and C , are material constants. The constants an:: determined by fitting a line to Strength-






Su bst itu ting Equation V-9 into Equation V_8 Yields, 
Equation V-12 
and substituting Equation V-12 into Equation V-6 yields. 
Equation V-IJ 
Finally, substituting Equation V-IJ into Equation V_1 yields 
Equation V-14 
Next, the parameters from the li fe test arc: related to the parameters in standard Weibu!l 
form Standard Weibull form is 
Equation V-IS 
So, Equation V-14 is rearranged and equated to Equation V-IS 
Equation V_t6 
Every clement in Equation V-6 is now knov.n t is an arbitrary nonnalizing parameter, 
C " b, lp, and a., are ddennined from material testing. arx1 a is the SIZ~ ~ffcct parameter, which is 
unity iflhe test specimens are the same siu as the actual pan. Given a stress his tu ry, Equation V_ 
6 can be solved for life t 
2. Elpon~ntial Law Damag~ Function 
The second proposed damage function is defined usmg an exponenllallaw. This ionn has 
been observed to fit low cycle fatigue data in metals and is associated with yielding 
1 (S(n] K(S(I)) . ~exp c: . 
Equation V-17 
where C, is a constant, and C, is a constant non-dimt:nsionalizing pararnelt:r for stress. 
Both C, and C, are material constants. The constants arc determined by fitting a line to Strength-





Substituting Equation V-17 into Equation V-S yields 
Equation Y-lO 
and substi tut ing Equation Y-lO mto Equation Y-6 yields 
_ [ ' " 1 (s«)I " 
.:.(r) = -;: J - exp -d'i 
I ',C, \ CJ ) ) 
Equation V-21 
Subs tituting Equation V-l! into t:quation V-7 yiclds 
EquationV-2l 
Ne;d, the parameters from the life test an: related to thc pararn~ters in standard Wei bull form 
So, Equation V_22 is equated to Equation Y_IS 
Equation V-l] 
and the equation is solved for t 
3. Con~tant Stress Case Eumple 
Ha" ;ng developed the above, lhe solution approach for the power law form of the damage 
function is to detemtine the parameh:rs a, b, and C1 from a kIlO"," stress history, Once Imo",", 
th~se parameters can be used to predict F(t) of another history 
For example, for a constant stress case defmed as, 
f 0 I < t 




,~["-)' (I, ~ I, ) 
C, I 
Equation V_26 
[ II-I,) Equation V-26 shows that life is proportional to elapsed time ,- for a constant 
load SI. Since b is a negative number, an increase in SI reduces life t 
Now, substituting into Equation V-13. 
[, )"" -')' =:(r)=t, IT' 
Equation V-27 
aJld substitutmg Equation V-27 into Equation V-7, 
Fin=l ,{ttl [" ,:' l j 
Equ:l.lion V-28 
,~hich)5 the cumulative dlstribntion function or cumuja[lv~ probahillty offaHure for the constant 
~t ress history 
Ne"t, the parameters from the life lest are related to the paramelers in standard Weibull 
form. Equaling Equation V_28 \~i th Equation V-IS, 
Equation V-l9 
and the equation is solved for I 
4. Varying Stress Ca.~e Based on Rotor Kinematics 
The Tie Bar stress history is taken to be of the form 




S. '" S""" ~S"'"' , 
Equation V-J2 
and !f (I) is the rotor position III degr~es. Figure V-l shows a typical str~ss history for the Ti~ Bar 
Slibstituling this new stress history IIIto Equation V-U. 
Equation V-JJ 
Unlike the previous constant load case, th~ mtegrand m Equation V-J3 is not symbolicaUy 
IIItcgrahle. Therefore, th~ integral must either Ix sohlXl num~rically or approximated 
Tie Bar Stress History 
'- - 7 \ II \ I/ 'V 
II \ / \ II I \ 
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.~ 
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I I i 
Rotor POSition, 'V (degreel) 
Figure V-l Typicat Element Stru5 History 
VI. COUPON TESTS 
Coupon tests were perform~d by thc Tie Bar manufacturer to evaluate different 
manufaduring processes , The t~st coupons wen: smgle, modifi.:d production Tie-Bar straps , Each 
coupon had the center two components removed by machining 
Figure VI_I Tit-Bar Cuupon 
The fo llowing manufacturing process modifications were evaluated either individually o r 
in combination 
Stamping from new die 
Pre-twisting to 1800 micro-st rain 
Production glass bead peening 
High intensity peening 
Peening at a 45 degree angle 
Chemical milling 
Debumng and steel shot peening 
A. STAMPING FROM NEW DfE 
A new die was used to stamp some of the coupons to get a cleaner edge_ The original die 
creates a sh~arcd edge lIIat is fairly rough and is thoughl to provide numerous crack-initiation sites 
D. PRE-nVISTfNG TO 1800 MICRO-STRAIN 
Control system checkouts are performed on the ground with the rotors stationary These 
control checks I\vist lIIe Ti<:-Bar approximatciy 22,5 Q , Some bending ~llso OCCurs due to the rotor 
blade weight. A strain-gagt:d Tie-Bar installed on an aircraft showed a max unum compression 
strain of -1800 micro-incnes during this control cneck 
To emulate this cneck, some coupons (tviO at a time) were put in a t'wist test fixture with a 
spacer bet'ween tb.:m so they would experience the same loading as tht: out.:rmost straps of an 
entire Tit:-Bar assembly. The coupons were twisted to -1800 micro-inches as read from a strain 
gage mounted on the outer strap neM a slot end . Th.: coupons were then removed from the twist 
fixture and tested in simple tenSion-tension until fai lure 
C. 6° TWIST LOAD 
Some specimens weTC subj.:cted to an added load calculated by twistmg the coupon 6" 
Each coupon was not actually twisted, Instead, a strain gage was rnOimtoo on a coupon at the slot 
radius and the coupon was mounted in the tv.~st tcstjig. The coupon was tv.isted 6 ~ and the strain 
was measured. ntis strain was convel1ed to stress, The additional coupon load was calculated 
assuming this stress equated to a nominal (PIA) stress, The coupon was then subjected to this twist 
load plus the standard fatigue load 
Inc coupons were tested in a ~-~ fatigue machine with a sinusoidal loading 
The load blocks were repeated until 500 blocks were complete or the coupon failed, except as 
noted , The coupon load blocks are listed in tht: appendix Table VIII-I, A table of the various 
configurations and their associated livt:s are also located in the J.ppendix Table VIII-1 
D, DETERc\1JNlNG MATERIAL PARAMETt:RS 
The coupon g.:om.:try was modeled using two finite-element models: one for the standard 
coupons, and one for the chemically milled coupons. The chemically milled coupons had 0.002 
inches of material removed from each surface, and the second finite element model reflects this 
The basic load case for the modc:ls was a 0, I inch displacement on each end ofthc coupon to put 
the coupon in tension 
l 
Fi~ure VI_l Coupon Finite Element Model 
The TI Constramt Force was calculated for each model;md was scaled for each coupon 
test Load Profile. '(bese scale factors were applied to the finite element models to re<:reatc the 
coupon load conditions_ Maximum coupon .... on Mises stresses were rtXordcd for each Lvad Profile 
These maximum von Mises stresses WCfC converted to alternating stresses, S, using the Goodman 
relat ion. 
S!.. _ ~-=l 
S. S. ' 
Equation VI-I 
where So is the fully reversed stress level corresponding to the same life as that obtained wilh the 
stress conditions, cr, and 0"" and cr. and 0'", arc the von Miscs stress amplitude and mean stress 
detcnnincd from the finite eiemen! model. The resu lts are tabulatt:d in the appendix and arc plotted 
in Figures Y. } to V-IO. These figures have been fitted \.Vith lines using a least squares method. In 
the It:3.'it squares method, each data point is equally weighted and is an expedient method of 
detcnnining lh~ central tend~ncy of the fatigue behavior, i.e the mean of the S· N curve 
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Figure VI-J Log-Log Son Plot of Coupon Test Data, Production Part and Peen 
Figure VI-4 Log-Log Son Plot of Coupon Tn t Data, New Stamping 
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Figure VI_6 Log-Log Son Plot of Coupon Test Data, New Stamping, Hi-Intensity Peen 
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Figure VI-' LOE-Loi Son Plot of Coupon Test Oata, New Stampine:. Chern-Milled 
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Figure VI-8 Log- Log Son Plot of Coupon Ttst Data, New Stampinl!, Production Pf'en, 
Chern-Milled 
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Figure VJ-9 Log-Log S_II Plot of Coupon Test Data, New Stamping, Deburred 
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Figure VJ-IO Log-Log Son Plot of Coupon Test Dala, New Stamping, Chem-.\1illed, 
Elliptical Slot 
For each alt~matin~ stress leI/elm Figures V-J to V-IO, th~re are several va lues ofiife 
l1Iere 15 a mean distnbution for each of these strc::ss levels. l1Ic:: fitted lines can be interpreted as the 
mean li fe of the population at each stress level and may be corrected to th~ location parameter by 
tfle rdatioo 
Equation VI-l 
For this conversion, the shape parameter a. must be known. To estimate [1, a ma: .. imum likelihood 
estimator techniquc can be l.Ised to find the parameters of a Weibull distribution that fits the data at 
each stress level. Such extensive data int~rpret.1.tion has not been pursued in the investigation 
instead, it was assumed that the strength-life relation is homologous: that is, the fractional life SoN 
curves do not cnsso<ross. Under this assumption, the shape parameter for strength Clu can be 





where b has already been determined by the least squares fit. Typically, strength data arc more 
pkntiful and the coefficient of variability eVa in strength are reported in open literature to be 0.5% 
The coefficicnt of variation can be converted to the shape parameter by the approximation 
Equation VI-4 
Table VI-l tabulates the material parameters for the pov.er law dcvelopment in the 
previous section. larger values ofb indicato:: longer life 
(ondJlion ( , (pSI) 
Production P3rt, Product ion Peen 
-6.16 364,1 7 1 
New StamPing -277 2,1 21,1 51 
Production Part, 60 Twist -726 237,081 
New Stamping, Ht-mtensity I'een -1 36 1 143,599 
New Stamping, Chem-milled -1923 168,054 
New Stamping, Production Peen, Chern-milled -13.21 195.1 28 
New Stamping, Deburred -14.03 123,731 
New Stamping, Chem-rrulled, Elliptical -2i.36 172,509 
Table \11 _1 Coupon Test Calculated Parameters 

VIl. CONCLUSIONS 
This research developed a probabi lity modeling method that can aid the prediction of a Tie 
Bar design to meet desired life and rdiabllity levels . The model aUOIvs the effects of changes in 
geometry, material, and manufacturing processes to be quantiticd. Since the model can predict 11ft:. 
It could be u~ed for the current T ie Bar to help d.:termine a safe tunc interval bt:tween mspectlons 
Two design concepts wcre explored in this invesugation Tne elliptical slot design did not 
reduce stress conccrltration in all !light kim:matlc configurations. \"''hdher the el liptical slot deSign 
will yie ld longer Il k is not ddinitiw The reduced constraint design proposed herein provided 
much morc stress concentration reduction as suggested by the finite elemeu{ study. TIlis reduced 
con~traint design may produce larg~ gains in life o\er th~ current design 

VIlI. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Some 1i~ld data has been recordlXl on current-dcsign Tic Bars It is recommended that 
d~tadcd breakag~ data Including part hours, num~r of broken comron~nts. and locatlOn of broken 
compon~nts continu~ 10 be recorded. lllis data can be used to calibrate the model created in th,s 
Whlle the modeling methoo developed is hasically complel~ aIld parts of,t have been used 
to calcu late results, more effort needs to be spent on orgaruzmg tile ~ASTRAN output aIld feeding 
it through the convolu\lon aIld probability models. The coupon data could be aIlalyzed more 
thoroughly to prOVide bc:rtn material parameters. This inv~stigation only tOcused on one strap (4 
components) ofa two-strap model. Further work should be done to prediet the probability of 
failure of at least the e,ght component:; of the two outer straps 
Boeing Venol is qualifying new designs for the Tie Bar through testing. Results of this 
tcstlOg need to Ix: compared to the model results to ensure the model's validity. Field data ean Ix: 
compared to both the model ~sults aIld the t~sting results 10 determine what further load and life 
mooeling needs 10 be done 
Bener automation and gen~nllization of the mcthoos described in this investigation would 
be quite IIs~ful. A fini te element post·proc<:ssorcould theoretically be developed to study the Tic 
liar as well as aIly gencral structure 

APPENDIX 
L " Mean load Minimum 
Profile Load Am litude load 
'" 
'b, 'b, 
A , 1406 9<0 466 
1109.5 11 09.5 0 
8 1406 752 654 
1109.5 1109 .5 0 
C 1406 470 936 
1109.5 1109.5 0 
D 1406 470 936 
1481 ' 1481 0 
2633 329 2304 
E 1011 470 541 
1109.5 1109,5 0 
F 950 600 350 
G 1406 752 654 
1481 1481 0 
2633 329 2304 
H 1406 60 1 805 
1109.5 1109,5 0 
, 1406 601 805 
1481 1481 0 
2633 329 2304 
J 570 466 104 
K 1220 847 373 
961 .5 961 .5 0 
L 1220 8471 373 
961 .5 961.51 0 
M 1220 1010 210 
961.5 961.5 0 
N 1220 1174 48 
96 1.5 961.5 0 
0 I 1220 aoo 420 
I 961 .5 961.5 0 
P 2830 350 2480 
a 2830 433 2397 
R 1406 564 842 
1109.5 1109.5 0 
Applied One Time E\ery FIVe Blocks 
. 1.000.000 cycles 
, IO.OOO.OOOcycles 
Maximum Block Alternatin 
Load C cles Stress 
'''' 
I 
" 2346 100001 84438 
2219 101 87,411 
2158 10,000 87.550 
2219 10 87.411 
1676 10.000 42.219 
22 19 10 87,411 
1876 10 ,000 42.219 
2962 10 137.926 
2962 132* 70,382 
1481 10,000 35576 
2219 10 87,411 
1550 1.000,000 44,338 
2158 10,000 6 7 550 
2962 10 137.926 
2962 132' 70.382 
2007 10000 53.987 
2219 10 87.411 
2007 10,000 53,987 
2962 10 137,926 
2962 132" 70382 
1036 1,000.000 30002 
2067 10.000 69.935 
1923 10 71 ,371 
2067 10,000 69.935 
1923 10 71.371 
2230 10000 83393 
'·'Ii 2394 1 I 96.934 ~~;~ 1 I ~~:~~! 1923 71.37 1 3180 96.216 3263 119.033 
1970 50.663 
22 19 67,411 
Alternating Stress is calculated using a Goodman rel atio n.~bip and ,"on Mis.cs stress from 
the coupon finile clement model 
Table VIII_I Coupon Load Conditions 
Specimen PrOdUCt''''' New High. 
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Table VIIl-2 Coupon Test Summary 
(c~c les) 
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